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fire bubbles
and exploding
toothpaste

stev e spangler

Steve Spangler is the creator of the scientific educational
powerhouse SteveSpanglerScience.com. Spangler’s
science-related products are carried by mass-market
retailers such as Target and Wal-Mart and have been
featured in the Wall Street Journal, Inc. magazine, Wired,
and Time magazine. The Emmy Award–winning host
of NBC’s News for Kids, Spangler has made hundreds
of television appearances and is currently featured
as a regular guest on The Ellen DeGeneres Show.

Parents and kids who enjoyed the entertaining
science in Naked Eggs and Flying Potatoes will love
this spectacular second volume of thrilling home
experiments

• Easy experiments for the whole family. From the creator of the
viral Internet sensation the Mentos Soda Geyser comes a second
collection of astounding scientific experiments and demonstrations that will educate and entertain investigators of all ages. From
Floating Bowling Balls to the Tea Bag Rocket, these experiments
will turn readers on to life’s small wonders.
• Primarily uses household items. The author transforms the ordinary into amazing as he makes everyday items ooze, bubble, fizz,
bounce, and smoke. These easy and inexpensive experiments reveal
the secrets of science in unexpected ways.
• Abundant four-color illustrations. Over two hundred photographs accompany the step-by-step instructions, along with
simple explanations that uncover the how-to and why for each
activity.
• Created by an established science celebrity. The author has earned
his credentials as a science author, teacher, professional speaker,
toy designer, and an Emmy Award–winning television personality. His first volume of experiments—Naked Eggs and Flying
Potatoes (978-1-60832-060-8)—enjoyed retail success and was
featured on The Ellen DeGeneres Show. He has established a powerful commercial online presence and has spawned more than
1,000 YouTube videos.

Kids and kids-at-heart who loved the experiments in Naked Eggs and
Flying Potatoes (978-1-60832-060-8) will be impatient to start on the
extraordinary activities in Fire Bubbles and Exploding Toothpaste.

marketing
• National TV, broadcast, and print media campaign

Fire Bubbles and Exploding Toothpaste: More
Unforgettable Experiments that Make Science Fun
Steve Spangler
978-1-60832-189-6
US $14.95
October 2011
160 pages
Paperback
8.5 x 9
Science & Nature/Experiments & Projects
Greenleaf Book Group Press
Author Hometown: Denver, CO
International Distribution Rights

• Author is an Emmy Award–winning television personality who has
been featured in the Wall Street Journal, Inc. magazine, Time

magazine, and Wired and has appeared on The History Channel,
Food Network, and The Ellen DeGeneres Show over 10 times
• Interactive website featuring author blog, viral videos, and training
materials
• National author speaking tour
• Online media campaign, including targeted blog outreach
• Targeted trade advertising campaign
• Online social networking campaign
• National trade marketing and sales campaign
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I r r ev er en t a nd w it t y, au thors Seiden and
Gatti deliver the first strategic book on LinkedIn
designed to help readers leverage the inf luence of
their companies and help leaders leverage the
power of their employees
• A strategic approach to a practical tool. LinkedIn is more than
just a resume broadcasting site; it’s a strategic tool that can help
professionals get the business results they need—now. Moving
beyond the “click link X” approach of many LinkedIn books,
Beyond Social offers advice for using LinkedIn to solve problems
and generate top-line growth and tactical approaches for executing
those strategies.
• Equally appealing to early-stage professionals and business leaders. Become more credible, create better connections, and convert connections into profitable relationships: with this mantra,
the authors speak to professionals who have daily problems to
solve and leaders who need to make better use of LinkedIn. The
authors write for a broad audience with a compelling, authoritative, and clever style. But they also pay special attention to sales
and marketing strategy.
• Authors’ company is currently the only LinkedIn-certified training company in North America: Through its connection with
LinkedIn, Ajax Social Media, cofounded by the authors, helps
organizations generate more revenue by aligning employees’ individual stories with the organizational brand.
Beyond Social combines the strategic direction of books like Chris
Brogan and Julien Smith’s Trust Agents with the tactical approach of
books like Eric Butow and Kathleen Taylor’s How to Succeed in Business Using LinkedIn.

marketing
• National print and broadcast media campaign
• Author is a LinkedIn Certified Trainer
• Targeted e-newsletter outreach to average of 3.5 million subscribers
• Online media campaign, including targeted blog outreach
• Direct ad campaign with LinkedIn.com
• Author presentations
• Online social networking campaign
• National trade marketing and sales campaign
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beyond social:
rethink your linkedin
str ategy to convey

credibilit y, connect
with resources , and
get things done

Jason Seiden
and V incent gatti

As cofounder of Ajax Social Media, the first LinkedIncertified training company in North America, Jason
Seiden leverages fifteen years’ experience managing
and consulting to help clients use LinkedIn to drive
revenue growth. He blogs at AjaxSocialMedia.com
and FailSpectacularly.com. Seiden is a keynote speaker
and the author of Super Staying Power (McGraw Hill)
and How to Self-Destruct (Trestle Publishing).
As cofounder of Ajax Social Media and founder of
the Gatti Group, Vincent Gatti uses his two decades
of proven sales and sales training experience to help
organizations significantly improve their results. Gatti
spent fourteen years at CDW, an $8 billion technology reseller, where his performance put him in the top
tenth of 1 percent of his peers.
Beyond Social: Rethink Your LinkedIn Strategy to
Convey Credibility, Connect with Resources, and Get
Things Done
Jason Seiden and Vincent Gatti
978-1-60832-188-9
US $16.95
October 2011
168 pages
Paperback
5.5 x 8.5
Business & Economics/Social Media
Greenleaf Book Group Press
Author Hometown: Chicago, IL
International Distribution Rights
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Discover how different gener ations can work
together to ignite a creative renaissance and prosper
in the tumult and competition of today’s economy
• Practical tips on bringing generations together productively.
Backed by thorough research, including an extensive survey, Fuse
delivers an action plan for managers and employees of every generation. Readers will learn how to fuse the energies of their multigenerational workforce to increase profits, energize employees,
and transform their organization into an engine of productivity
and innovation.
• Written by a multigenerational team of authors. Readers will
benefit from a unique multigenerational perspective that provides
an in-depth examination of workforce issues from the differing
outlooks that characterize the twenty-first-century workplace.
• Crafted by a thought leader in organizational growth. Jim Finkelstein has thirty-plus years of corporate and consulting experience,
and he understands the convergence of business environment,
culture, and development. He has worked in diverse industries—from health care to high tech—and has built programs and
provided services to boards of directors, senior executives, management, and employees.

Jim Finkelstein is president and CEO of FutureSense,
Inc., an advisory firm focused on improving organization effectiveness through compensation, organization
development, and communications (FutureSense.com).
Finkelstein has an MBA from the Wharton School.
Mary Gavin is CEO of GavinMedia2.0, a firm specializing in communications that integrate the arts of strategy, content, design, and new media (GavinMedia.org).
Gavin has a JD from the University of California.

Like Linda Gravett and Robin Throckmorton’s Bridging the Generation Gap, Fuse is full of “aha!” moments and creative ways to handle a
multigenerational business environment—whether you’re the boss or
the employee.

marketing
• National broadcast and print media campaign
• National author speaking events and workshops
• Incorporation of book into university curriculums and military
outplacement programs

Fuse: Making Sense of the New Cogenerational
Workplace

• E xtensive outreach to targeted trade associations, such as SHRM,

Jim Finkelstein

• Internet media campaign

978-1-60832-146-9
US $19.95
October 2011
184 pages
Hardcover
5x8
Business & Economics/Leadership
Greenleaf Book Group Press
Author Hometown: San Francisco, CA
International Distribution Rights

• Advertising in trade publications and on targeted retail websites

Human Capital Institute, and ASHHRA

• Online marketing campaign, including website, author blog, social
media, and book trailer
•  National trade marketing and sales campaign
•  www.FuseTheBook.com and www.FutureSense.com
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B r and L ike a Rock Star takes the reader beyond
the hype to reveal the core marketing and branding
strategies behind the success of the world’s greatest
bands
• Become a branding legend by learning from the superstars of
rock and roll. By combining the glitz and flash of the rock stage
with sound business advice, the author transcends the tedium of
most marketing books and delivers a rockin’ guide to building a
blockbuster brand.
• Memorable anecdotes put a new spin on the branding process.
The author’s encyclopedic knowledge of rock will impress any
music fan. Readers will learn inside information about the world’s
most popular bands that translates directly and memorably into
actionable business practices.
• Written by a rock and roll veteran with a high volume platform.
As the leading consultant for one of Canada’s biggest radio station
chains, the author has earned his street cred in the world’s most
outrageous business. The author’s company will support the book
with promotions on their radio stations and at rock-related events
throughout Canada and the United States.
“‘So, you wanna be a rock ‘n’ roll star?’ Well, that song has already
been written. Point is, do you want to be in a band, or do you want
to be in a BRAND? Steve Jones shows you the ins and outs of
something called BUSINESS. The Music Business.”
—Gene Simmons, KISS
“Steve Jones has a firm grasp of the importance of branding. His
insight into this important field is well illustrated in this fascinating
book.”
—Phil Carson, music executive who signed AC/DC and
Twisted Sister to Atlantic Records; presently manages
Foreigner and Dee Snider
“Steve captured the mysteries of marketing with this analogous
book. Who rises and crashes, rebrands and relaunches, more than
a legendary rock star? Steve is brilliant and so is this book.”
—Mike McVay, president of McVay Media & Syndication

marketing
• National print and broadcast media campaign
• Online media campaign, including book review outreach and author blog
• Author speaking tour and workshops in over 20 U.S. cities and across
Canada
• Targeted trade advertising campaign
• Online social networking campaign, including Twitter and Facebook
• National trade marketing and sales campaign
• www.BrandLikeARockStar.com
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BRAND LIKE A
ROCKSTAR

steve JONES

For nearly thirty years, Steve Jones has worked within
the music industry to help build successful radio stations in the United States, Canada, and the Caribbean.
Today, Jones oversees branding for Newcap Radio, one
of Canada’s largest radio companies. He is a widely read
blogger and in-demand speaker spreading the news
about business lessons from rock and roll.
Brand Like a Rock Star combines the branding advice
of books like Marty Neumeier’s Zag and Al and
Laura Reis’s The 22 Immutable Laws of Branding with
fist-pumping stories and examples.
Brand Like a Rock Star: Using Rock ‘n’ Roll to Make
Your Business Famous
Steve Jones
978-1-60832-195-7
US $14.95
October 2011
200 pages
Paperback
5x8
Business & Economics/Marketing/Branding
Greenleaf Book Group Press
Author hometown: Halifax, Nova Scotia
International Distribution Rights
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Through a combination of star-studded stories
and practical tips, Susan J. Ashbrook shows readers how placing product with celebrities—on the
red carpet, on screens, or on the web—is a glamorous fast-track to brand recognition and sales

Susan J. Ashbrook has been involved in celebrity
product placement for twenty years. She founded and
pioneered Film Fashion, the first fashion product
placement company in Los Angeles. Her first client
was Ralph Lauren, and she went on to match top
celebrities with a roster of clients that included Lanvin, Chopard, Swarovski, Escada, Isaac Mizrahi, and
many more. She has also consulted for non-fashion
brands like Nikon, Hasbro Games, and MasterCard.
Ashbrook sold Film Fashion to the PR powerhouse
Rogers & Cowan in 2008.
Will Work for Shoes: The Business Behind Red Carpet
Product Placement

Susan J. Ashbrook
978-1-60832-144-5
US $22.95
September 2011
224 pages
Hardcover
6x9
Business & Economics/Industries/Fashion & Textile Industry
Greenleaf Book Group Press
Author Hometown: Los Angeles, CA
U.S. Rights Only

• Specific, creative ideas for carrying out celebrity marketing.
With a focus on fashion and accessories, Susan J. Ashbrook offers
a wealth of helpful strategies that companies and brands can use
to capitalize on the consumer influence of celebrities—most of
which are applicable to almost any type of product. She explains
how to get the product to the star, prepare for the publicity, and—
most importantly—get valuable products back from celebs.
• Numerous celebrity examples and photos, and interviews with
top names in fashion design and marketing. A-list celebrities
appear on almost every page as the author recounts the wild successes and, sometimes, disappointing failures that are part of
marketing on the red carpet, fleshed out by illustrative celebrity
and product photos. Readers will recognize the top-tier designers
and stylists (Kenneth Cole, Phillip Bloch, Georges Chakra, etc.),
many of whom were interviewed for the book.
• A pioneer in the field of celebrity marketing. As one of the first
people to recognize the immense opportunity of celebrity marketing, Susan J. Ashbrook is the perfect person to deliver this message.
Her extensive experience with celebrities, stylists, designers, plus
her deep knowledge of product placement and the history of her
industry, enable her to give insightful and field-tested advice to
readers.
Readers of books like Mary Gehlhar’s The Fashion Designer Survival
Guide will appreciate how Ashbrook focuses her advice to designers on
getting product in a celebrity’s hands and onto the red carpet.

marketing
• National print and broadcast media campaign
• Targeted outreach to media, including In Style magazine and HSN
• Online media campaign, including book review outreach
• Author speaking engagements
• Online marketing campaign, including author blog and interactive
website
• Targeted trade advertising campaign
• Online social networking campaign
• National trade marketing and sales campaign
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Pat H iban rev e als the 6 steps to achieving a
7-figure lifestyle, combining motivational success
strategies with practical tips for f lourishing as a
real estate professional
• Six simple principles to give real estate agents the life of their
dreams. Hiban lays out these six principles—which include
advice on goal-setting, mentoring, success tracking, and investing—with clarity, humor, and insight in the six chapters of this
book. These overarching ideas are supplemented by specific,
detailed tactics that the best real estate agents use to promote
and build their businesses.
• A n inspirational boost for the agent working in a down market.
Just over two years after the collapse of the real estate market
may not seem like the best time to get into real estate. But
in 6 Steps to 7 Figures, Pat Hiban shows readers how—even
through this adverse economic situation—he and many of his
peers were able to thrive. In fact, he shows ways his colleagues
can actually take advantage of the changes in their field to
keep their businesses in the black.
• An authentic, authoritative author with a built-in network. Pat
Hiban is not a career author; he’s a working real estate professional
who has compiled two decades’ worth of invaluable experience
into this success manual. And with a vast network consisting of
industry associations and fellow real estate agents, he has a wide
audience that will be eager for his actionable advice.
“From 6 Steps to 7 Figures, Hiban has created a blueprint for a good
income and a good life. Highly recommended.”
—Brian Buffini, founder of Buffini and Company, success
coach to over 10,000 realtors
“The best thing about the real estate industry is its enormous opportunity for growth. Pat clearly proves that the sky truly is the limit!”
—Barbara Corcoran, bestselling author, real estate correspondent for NBC’s Today Show, and judge for ABC’s Shark Tank

marketing
• National print and broadcast media campaign
• Online media campaign, including targeted blog outreach
• North American author speaking engagements
• Targeted trade advertising campaign
• Online social networking campaign
• National trade marketing and sales campaign

Pat Hiban is one of only a few residential realtors in
the world to have the title of billion-dollar agent, having sold over one billion dollars in homes, one house
at a time. Much of Hiban’s specialty is the foreclosure market, with current clients that include Freddie
Mac, IndyMac, and Bank of America.
Like Gary Keller’s The Millionaire Real Estate Agent
or Kenneth W. Edwards’s Your Successful Real Estate
Career with a more inspirational spin, 6 Steps to 7 Figures shows readers how to excel in real estate.
6 Steps to 7 Figures: A Real Estate Professional’s Guide
to Building Wealth and Creating Your Own Destiny
Pat Hiban
978-1-60832-174-2
US $16.95
September 2011
216 pages
Paperback
5x8
Business & Economics/Real Estate
Greenleaf Book Group Press
Author Hometown: Baltimore, MD
International Distribution Rights
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E xperienced fr anchisor Shelly Sun shares practical advice, insights, and her own compelling experiences to help readers discover the power and avoid
the pitfalls of franchising their businesses
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grow smart,
Risk Less:

A L ow-Capital Path
to M ultiplying Your
B usiness Through
F r anchising

Shelly Sun

Shelly Sun is the owner of BrightStar, a full-service
healthcare staffing agency serving corporate and
private clients. BrightStar has more than 150 locations, is an Inc. 500 company, and was named one
of the top fifty fastest growing woman-owned businesses. Sun has been named entrepreneur of the year
by the National Association of Women Business
Owners and the International Franchise Association
(IFA). She has been actively involved with the IFA
and currently serves on the board of directors. She is
launching a consulting practice to help other business
owners franchise their successful businesses.
Grow Smart, Risk Less: A Low-Capital Path to
Multiplying Your Business Through Franchising

Shelly Sun
978-1-60832-202-2
US $24.95
October 2011
240 pages
Hardcover
6x9
Business & Economics/Franchises
Greenleaf Book Group Press
Author hometown: Chicago, IL
International Distribution Rights

•A
 low-risk, low-capital path to astounding growth. In today’s
economic environment, and long into the future, access to capital is limited. Successful business owners have few options for
dramatically expanding their brand, taking it to the regional,
national, or even international arena. Grow Smart, Risk Less
describes how readers, through franchising, can use other people’s money and leverage their success for rapid growth.
• Covers the entire process of franchising. Most books on franchising focus on educating the franchisee, but this book is
designed to fully educate the franchisor. The author walks readers through each stage of the franchising process: from determining if they have a franchisable concept, to assembling a
professional team without wasting money, to adjusting the business model along the way for optimum growth, to growing as a
leader to assume new challenges.
• Written by an experienced, nationally lauded franchisor. Unlike
many authors of books on franchising, Shelly Sun has been
through the process, growing her business from $1 million to $100
million in five years. She’s been named entrepreneur of the year
by the International Franchise Association and is being featured
on a network prime-time show about compelling companies.
Grow Smart, Risk Less offers practical advice like that in Franchising
for Dummies, with a focus on business growth for the franchisor, as
in Franchising and Licensing by Andrew Sherman.

marketing
• National print and broadcast media campaign
• Author is award-winning franchise expert and has been the
International Franchise Association’s (IFA) 2010 Entrepreneur
of the Year
• Online media campaign, including targeted blog and book review
outreach
• National author seminars and panel discussions
• Enhanced website, including web-exclusive content, author videos,
and blog
• Targeted trade advertising campaign
• Extensive online social networking campaign, including Facebook,
Twitter, and LinkedIn
• National trade marketing and sales campaign
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A conversational and easy- to -reference guide,
You Can Present with Confidence gives readers the
tools they need to become a commanding presence
before any audience
• Th
 e only presentation book to focus on the number-one hindrance to effective speaking—fear. Du Toit zeros in on the five
great fears that any presenter must overcome: fear of other people’s
opinions, fear of losing concentration, fear of not having enough
material, fear of audience questions, and fear of losing the audience’s attention.
• Breakthrough techniques for making maximum audience
impact. Comprehensive, informative, and still fun to read, the
book addresses all of the important aspects of public speaking.
In addition, the author includes contributions from renowned
experts who detail valuable tools for beginners as well as seasoned presenters.
• Created by an author with a powerful platform. The author is
one of the world’s leading presentation coaches who has helped
thousands of clients turbocharge their communication skills
and develop the psychology of a great speaker. As the incoming
international president of the National Speakers Association,
the author will provide major worldwide marketing support for
the book.
“This book fills a huge market gap. I’ve not seen any other how-to
book on giving speeches or business presentations that covers all
the elements in such a clear and practical way.”
—Robyn Pearce, CSP, former president,
Global Speakers Federation
You Can Present with Confidence will draw readers of books like Harrison Monarth and Larina Kase’s The Confident Speaker or the Princeton
Language Institute’s 10 Days to More Confident Public Speaking, especially those looking for a book that will give them the tools to eradicate
their presentation fears.

marketing
• National broadcast media campaign
• Author speaking events
• Internet media campaign
• Targeted advertising in trade publications
• Online marketing campaign, including website, author blog, and social
media
• National trade marketing and sales campaign
• Past president of the Professional Speakers Association of South
Africa and past secretary for the Global Speakers Federation
• www.PaulDuToit.net and www.PresentWithConfidence.co.za

Paul du Toit is one of the world’s leading presentation
coaches, helping thousands of clients radically improve
their communications skills and develop the psychology of a great speaker. He is a former president of the
Professional Speakers Association of South Africa, and
in 2008, he became Africa’s first Certified Speaking
Professional in twenty-four years. Through his active
affiliation with the Global Speakers Federation as past
secretary and nomination for its president elect, du Toit
has gained cutting-edge insights from working with
top international clients and presenting at numerous
speaker conventions across the globe.
You Can Present with Confidence: How to Speak Like
a Pro, Dazzle Your Audience, and Get the Results You
Want Every Time
Paul duToit
978-1-60832-037-0
US $19.95
August 2011
176 pages
Hardcover
5.5 x 8.5
Business & Economics/Business Communication
Greenleaf Book Group Press
Author Hometown: Rivonia, South Africa
International Distribution Rights
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Stillpower : The clarity of mind to live with freedom and ease; the inner source of athletic excellence
• A revolutionary yet simple program for personal success. Stillpower delivers a proven technique for achieving excellence that
has had a dramatic impact on the careers of top American athletes. Based on his years of experience as a coach, the author
shows readers how looking inward, rather than outward, can
deliver powerful results.
• Inspiring stories from the world of sports. Voted the industry’s
most popular speaker by the National Association of Personnel
Services, the author was instrumental in jump-starting the
career of NHL All-Star Zach Parise and other top athletes
whose stories form the riveting core content of the book.
• Practical tips for every age group. From young soccer players
to senior executives, readers from every demographic will learn
how clarity of mind can maximize performance in any endeavor.
Stillpower helps them apply the deceptively simple principle of
looking inward, not outward, for success.

Garret Kramer is the founder and managing partner
of Inner-Sports LLC. He has provided life-coaching
services to hundreds of athletes and is credited with
bringing the principles of Mind, Consciousness, and
Thought to the athletic community at large. Kramer
often lectures and blogs on topics related to the states
of mind that lead to success on and off the playing
field. He has been featured in the New York Times,
Toronto Star, Philadelphia Daily News, and on Blog
Talk Radio, WOR, Fox, and many nationally syndicated sports programs and magazines.
Stillpower: The Inner Source of Athletic Excellence
Garret Kramer
978-1-60832-185-8
US $21.95
May 2011
224 pages
Hardcover
5.25 x 8
Sports & Recreation/Sports Psychology
Greenleaf Book Group Press
Author Hometown: Newark, NJ
International Distribution Rights

“In covering sports for more than twenty years, I am always looking
for what separates the good athletes from the great ones. Garret
Kramer looks outside the box when it comes to athletics. His views
have provided me with incredible insight. When I’m calling the
action, I now have an appreciation of athlete’s true mental state.
Stillpower is a must-read for anyone serious about performance, or
for the casual fan who wants to learn what really makes athletes
tick— on and off the field.”
—Ian Eagle, CBS Sports/YES Network/Westwood One Radio
“A clear and quiet state of mind isn’t just a key element in sports;
it’s also important in finance and life. Without the understanding
that Garret Kramer conveys, the best advice can be lost or forgotten, and the worst could be followed—no matter how smart you
are. The principles introduced in this book apply to so much more
than athletics.”
—Jean Chatzky, New York Times bestselling author, Money 911
Like Charlie Jones’s What Makes Winners Win and Steven Ungerleider’s Mental Training for Peak Performance, Stillpower delivers a
transformational message that will help readers realize their full
potential by doing as top athletes do and relying on their innate abilities to achieve success.

marketing
• National print and broadcast media campaign
• Online media campaign, including targeted blog outreach
• National author tour and events
• Targeted trade advertising campaign
• Online social networking campaign
• National trade marketing and sales campaign
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A n illustr ated collection of one-of-a-kind tabletop landscapes for a variety of entertaining themes
• A unique focus on tabletop landscapes. From an intimate martini party to a Thanksgiving extravaganza, the author shows how
to make easy, fun, and breathtaking tabletop designs that will
make any occasion memorable. Readers learn how to use their
own collections to define their personal entertaining style.
• Inspired ideas for hosting high-end theme parties. The Collected
Tabletop includes professional photographs of place settings and
theme-party decorations; elegant, hand-painted menus; and
simple and easy-to-prepare recipes, such as Independence Day
Flag Tart, Skillet Drop Biscuits, and Goat Cheese Truffles.
• A peerless resource for dinnerware enthusiasts. Sure to appeal
to both the casual fan and the more committed collector, Greeley details the history and significance of specific items from her
own collection, ranging from heirloom china and crystal to intricate art glass and colorful majolica combined with hand-thrown
pottery.
Fans of Kimberly Whitman’s Tablescapes and Alberto Pinto’s Table
Settings will love the new ideas presented in The Collected Tabletop.

marketing
• National broadcast and print media campaign
• Author appearances in conjunction with ASID, the nation’s most
prestigious association for interior designers
• 10-city author tour of tabletop events in major U.S. cities
• Extensive outreach to antique dealers, tabletop shops, and interior
designers

Regional design celebrity Kathryn Crisp Greeley’s
Noland Interiors, Inc., has been providing professional
interior design services and creating timeless and
uniquely personal environments in the Southeast for
more than thirty years.

• Targeted advertising on consumer-based websites and search engine
ad platforms
• Pursuing TV series on HGTV
• Online marketing campaign, including website, author blog, and social
media
• National trade marketing and sales campaign
• www.NolandInteriors.com

The Collected Tabletop: Inspirations for Creative
Entertaining
Kathryn Crisp Greeley
978-1-60832-155-1
US $35.00
September 2011
232 pages, 4-color interior
Hardcover
9 x 12
House & Home/Decorating
Greenleaf Book Group Press
Author Hometown: Asheville, NC
U.S. Rights Only
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This prequel to Darlene Quinn’s Webs of Power is
an unsentimental portrayal of greed, manipulation,
love, and power plays gone desperately awry, set in
the world of high-end retail in the 1980s
Against the backdrop of Beverly Hills haut monde in the mid-1980s,
Webs of Fate opens with a stunning about-face from promising buyer
Danielle Norman. That exercise of free will sets in motion—both
directly and indirectly—unforeseen events in the lives of her coworkers at Bentleys Royale, the prestigious West Coast division of Consolidated department stores. Primary among them are Ashleigh
McDowell, who must confront herself and her fiancé with a harsh
truth, and vain cougar Viviana De Mornay, who will stop at nothing to realize her ambitions. Powerful, wealthy Mitchell Wainwright
has one son, Tony, who squirms in the grip of his father’s lambskingloved steel fist, with tragic results. Tony’s lover, Jeff Bradley, learns
too late the price of trusting someone who tempts fate.
As tension mounts, readers will be engrossed by the events that
shaped these characters’ personalities and motivated their actions in
subsequent novels. In colorful prose, Quinn delivers a story that makes
her calculating players twist and squirm as they struggle against kismet’s plans for their lives.

Darlene Quinn worked in department store management during a period of dynamic upheaval. Her first
novel, Webs of Power, won the Best Fiction award from
the National Indie Excellence Awards, and its followup, Twisted Webs, has generated interest in a film adaptation. A sought-after speaker and writing workshop
leader, Quinn lives in Long Beach, California, with
her husband, Jack.
Webs of Fate

Darlene Quinn
978-1-60832-172-8
US $24.95
October 2011
336 pages
Hardcover
6x9
Fiction/General
Greenleaf Book Group Press
Author Hometown: Long Beach, CA
International Distribution Rights

Readers who enjoyed the award-winning Webs of Power (978-1-934572
-05-4) and its sequel, Twisted Webs (978-1-934572-48-1), will delight
in Quinn’s tale of strong-willed, affluent, complicated women.

marketing
• National and regional broadcast and print media campaign  
• National author tour and speaking events   
• Internet media campaign
• Online marketing campaign, including website, author blog, social
media, and book trailer
• National trade marketing and sales campaign  
• www.DarleneQuinn.net
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I n this sequel to Those Who Dare, U.S. Major John
Randal, Commander of Strategic Raiding Forces,
is back, leading an expert—albeit motley—crew of
Royal Marines and Royal Navy officers on bigger
and bolder missions to foil Hitler’s Third Reich
Off the Brits’ Gold Coast colony in Africa, the Germans are operating a naval intelligence ring that gathers information about British
convoys in the southern sea-lane. Couriers carry the data to nearby
Rio Bonita, a tiny Portuguese island protectorate, whence they are
broadcast to Nazi U-boats and surface raiders from a clandestine
radio station onboard one of three interned enemy ships. As a result,
British convoys vital to the war effort are ravaged.
Major Randal and the Raiding Forces’ mission is to invade Rio
Bonita and spirit away the three ships. Failure means either imprisonment or hanging for piracy—and that Portugal will declare war on
its oldest ally.
Peopling Dead Eagles are eccentric characters new and old. There’s
Wild West showman Captain “Geronimo Joe” McKoy; the stunning Lady Jane Seaborn, who adopts the Raiding Forces as her own
pet project; and Lady Jane’s bombshell of a driver, Pamala PlumMartin. Even Ian Fleming puts in an appearance, submitting a plan
for “Operation Ruthless,” the goal of which is to board a Luftwaffe
bomber and crash it into the English Channel.
This action-packed adventure story features a daring Commando
raid, an epic sea battle, beautiful spies, head-hunting pygmy cannibals, and hooker warfare, all culminating in a deadly shoot-out in a
crowded French bar.
“I have read many war books, but none like this. It will grab you on
page one and not turn you loose until the final page.”
—Dan Savage, retired publisher, Waco Tribune-Herald

marketing
• National broadcast and print media campaign    
• Regional author tour   
• Internet media campaign, targeting WWII reenactment groups, history
buffs, and army special forces   
• Advertising through trade sites, WWII print publications, and targeted
search engine marketing
• Online marketing and social media campaign, including author website,
Twitter, and Facebook
• National trade marketing and sales campaign    
• www.ThoseWhoDareBook.com
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A former instructor at the U.S. Army Ranger School,
Phil Ward is a highly decorated combat veteran with
a keen eye for arcane facts about the tactics of Allied
forces in the European Theatre. He and his wife,
Lindy, live in Austin, Texas.
Readers who were thrilled by Those Who Dare (9781-60832-040-0), the first book in Ward’s Raiding
Forces series, will be primed for the rousing military
action of Dead Eagles.
Dead Eagles

Phil Ward
978-1-60832-192-6
US $24.95
October 2011
300 pages
Hardcover
6x9
Fiction/War & Military/Historical
Greenleaf Book Group Press
Author Hometown: Austin, TX
International Distribution Rights
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I n his debut novel , Joel Fishman marries the conceptual savvy of Michael Crichton to the unrelenting suspense of James Rollins to create a new species
of suspense
Researcher Liane Vinson thinks she can handle her big promotion to
the primate lab at Pentalon, the world’s most secretive animal testing facility. Going along to get along, she’ll ignore both the vitriol of
animal rights protestors outside Pentalon’s gates and the cold calculus
her bosses use to distance themselves from their subjects.
But then one of her favorite animals, a bonobo she calls Bea, shocks
Liane by demonstrating the ability to speak. To rescue Bea from the
knife, Liane must shed her complacency and challenge CEO Axel
Flickinger, who holds the power of life and death at Pentalon. Will
Liane continue to follow the rules, sacrificing individual creatures to
the supposedly greater good?
Imperiling her own life and that of her fellow veterinarian Mickey
Ferrone, Liane turns renegade, eventually traveling from New York to
Kinshasa, on the Congo River, in an effort to save an ape so unique
its very existence endangers an entire industry. Worse still, as Liane
learns, this little ape threatens humans’ own primacy in nature.

A former book editor, literary agent, and tack store
owner—among other endeavors—Joel Fishman is
coauthor of All I Need to Know I Learned from My Horse
(Doubleday) and Life Is a Series of Presentations (Simon
& Schuster). He is also a frequent contributor to The
Nervous Breakdown, a popular literary website where
last year he serialized Cadaver Blues, a mystery. Primacy
is his first novel in major distribution.
Primacy

Joel Fishman
978-0-9833809-0-0
US $24.95
September 2011
384 pages
Hardcover
6.125 x 9.25
Fiction/Thrillers
Verbitrage
Author Hometown: Wilmington, DE
U.S. Rights Only

Fishman’s protagonist Bea does for bonobos what Benjamin Hale
does for chimpanzees in The Evolution of Bruno Littlemore (and what
Sara Gruen should have done in Ape House: A Novel).

marketing
• Nationwide TV, radio, and print media campaign
• Frequent contributor to literary site The Nervous Breakdown (50,000100,000 visitors/month)
• Targeted advertising on GoodReads, Facebook, and other social
networks
• Ongoing free ebook promotion with hardcover purchase through
retailers
• Online campaign, including author blog, e-newsletter, permission
marketing, and blog advertising
• National trade marketing and sales campaign
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A m ysterious millionaire leads a broken man on
an adventure of spiritual self-discovery
The esoteric wisdom of the Third Q transforms the lives of all who
are suffering. However, understanding the Third Q requires a psycho-spiritual journey and the acquisition of a new perspective on
reality.
Zoro Montana is a part-time chauffeur who travels from the depths
of despair to the heights of the Third Q awakening under the tutelage
of a sophisticated philosopher with intimate knowledge of Zoro’s past,
present, and future. Reluctant at first to divert from his path of selfdestruction, Zoro sets out on a search for a missing painting and the
truth behind his father’s suicide. Navigating through church history,
neurological science, and life-threatening violence, Zoro emerges
into the light of newfound understanding based on the Third Q.
Adding to the depth of the narrative is an e-book that will be
released at the same time as The Third Q, providing fresh insights into
the spiritual lessons of this remarkable novel.
The Third Q contains insights and revelations similar to those in
James Redfield’s The Celestine Prophecy and Kahlil Gibran’s The
Prophet.

marketing
• Interactive website, including web-exclusive content and author blog
• Online media campaign, including targeted blog outreach
• Exclusive promotion on book social networking sites like GoodReads.com
• Online marketing campaign, including viral video campaign
• Targeted trade advertising campaign
• Extensive online social networking campaign, including Facebook
and Twitter
• National trade marketing and sales campaign
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978-1-60832-187-2
US $18.95
October 2011
325 pages
Hardcover
6x9
Fiction/Visionary & Metaphysical
Greenleaf Book Group Press
Author Hometown: Montreal, QB
International Distribution Rights

Arnold Francis has brought his expertise in medical
sciences and philosophy together in his first novel, The
Third Q. A successful entrepreneur and inventor, he
has built several million-dollar businesses. A championship dog breeder, amateur sculptor, musician, and
scuba enthusiast, the pastime he loves best is sharing
his success secrets with anyone who will listen.
Robert Luxenberg is an accomplished speaker and
writer whose journey of growth inspired him to explore
the Third Q. He has been a swimming champion, a
philanthropist, and the leader of the Canadian contingent to the Maccabiah Games, the third-largest sports
games in the world. In addition to his vast experience
in commercial real estate—in which he was a perennial
“salesman of the year”—Luxenburg has been a senior
vice-president and vice-president for several Canadian
companies with a focus on marketing and business
development.
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In this beautifully illustrated children’s fantasy
story, two siblings struggle against sharp-edged,
bedazzling foes to arrive at a place of knowing, to
which they and everything belong
It’s Christmas, but thirteen-year-old Maggie and her ten-year-old
brother Jesse are anything but joyful. Their mother is dying, the bank
is about to foreclose on their home, and very soon, everything about
their lives will change.
In an adventure that takes them below the earth’s surface to a realm
inhabited by crystalline life forms—some of which seem to have been
spawned from the children themselves—the sister and brother discover the strength of their bond, the breadth of their courage, and the
awesome power of love.
Amid dazzling displays of colors and shapes, Maggie and Jesse
must move through crystal planes and canyons as they do battle with
King Bloo, the princes Red and Orange, and Holy Clear. Jesse learns
from Princess Amethyst that the thing that scares him the most can
waken him to his greatest strength. Sharing his secret with Maggie
ultimately leads the two to a place of forgiveness, called home.

Paul Glaser is best known for his portrayal of Starsky
in the 1970s’ series Starsky & Hutch. In addition to his
many acting roles, he has also found success behind the
camera, helming films like The Running Man, The Air
Up There, and Kazaam. Glaser has always loved storytelling, whether as an actor, a director, or—now—a
writer. With Chrystallia and the Source of Light he presents a rich, dynamic story that captures insights he’s
arrived at through his own real-life experiences.
Chrystallia is evocative of themes addressed in Reckless
by Cornelia Funke and N.D. Wilson’s 100 Cupboards
series.
Chrystallia and the Source of Light
Paul Michael Glaser
978-1-60832-232-9
US $18.95
October 2011
296 pages
Hardcover
6x9
Juvenile Fiction/Fantasy & Magic
Greenleaf Book Group Press
Author Hometown: Venice, CA
International Distribution Rights

“P. M. Glaser has distilled the knowledge and gentle understanding
of old with the wonder and limitlessness of possibilities of youth to
give us the gift of his light. Magical and mesmerizing. A must read
for a generation to share.”
—Jamie Lee Curtis, actress and New York Times bestselling author
“Glaser’s use of description and figurative language is lyrical and
fresh while reminding me of Dickens’s narrative power and Twain’s
humor. Chrystallia and the Source of Light is a modern classic . . . As
a critic, editor, English teacher, and designer of curriculum, I am
happy that Chrystallia has arrived.”
—Teresa A. Conlin, two-time recipient of the National
Endowment of the Humanities Award

marketing
• National broadcast and print media campaign
• National author appearances and readings
• Extensive outreach to book clubs and young adult readers
• Internet media campaign
• Online advertising on trade and consumer-focused websites
• Targeted search engine marketing and social media advertising
• Chrystallia branded product line with games, toys, packaged foods,
and more!
• Online marketing campaign, including author blog, book contests/
giveaways, and social media
• A portion of the proceeds to be donated to the Pediatric AIDS
Foundation
• www.chrystallia.org

